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Abstract 

Deep learning has been recently applied as an alternative method for several choice problems, 

such as mode choice. Nevertheless, this method has not been particularly explored for route 

choice, despite its possible advantages. 

This work proposes a novel model for predicting route choice in public transport based on a 

convolutional neural network. The model has several advantages compared to the state of the 

art (e.g., Path Size Logit model). First, the model can infer a nonlinear utility function for the 

available routes. Second, it can also easily include any non-alternative-specific variable, such 

as socioeconomic characteristics or weather conditions, allowing complex interactions with all 

other variables. Third, the model generalizes the Path Size Logit, and thus can obtain the same 

or better performance. 

The model is tested on a large-scale study based on GPS tracking, observing more than 2700 

public transport trips of Zurich residents. The model is tested also on a synthetic dataset, to 

study its properties, performance, and ability to describe different utility functions. Finally, the 

performances of the model are compared with the state of the art. 
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1. Introduction 

Route choice in public transport is typically analyzed with discrete choice models, estimated 

from observed passengers’ trips and a choice set of available alternatives for each observation. 

These models are used both to predict a choice outcome among a set of available alternatives, 

and to understand the choice process leading to a certain choice. The most common model used 

for route choice in literature is the Path Size Logit (Marra and Corman, 2020; Nielsen et al., 

2021; Yap and Cats, 2021), which is a variation of the Multinomial Logit, including a correction 

term for correlated alternatives. Despite this and similar models are widely used, they also have 

limitations, such as the definition of a linear utility function. 

Machine learning, and in particular deep learning, gained significant attention in recent years, 

as an alternative method to discrete choice models for choice problems (Wang et al., 2020b; 

Zhao et al., 2020). However, most of the recent works applying deep learning in transportation 

focuses on mode choice (Buijs et al., 2021; Han et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2018; Sifringer et al., 

2020; Wang et al., 2020a), while lower attention is given to route choice. The two problems 

have important differences, such as in the definition of the alternatives, which can make a neural 

network designed for mode choice not suitable for route choice, and vice versa. In fact, the 

alternatives in mode choice represent different entities (e.g., car and bus), with their own 

variables, which can have assigned a predefined order in the input layer of the network (e.g., 

the input vector contains always first the variables of the car and then the variables of the bus). 

In contrast, for route choice, the alternatives do not have any order in general, and therefore the 

neural network should work regardless of the order of the alternatives in input. To the best of 

our knowledge, there is no work in literature designing a deep learning model specifically to 

analyze route choice in public transport. Such a model can allow more complex interactions 

among the input variables than traditional choice models and possibly obtain better 

performance in route prediction or model estimation. In this regard, the literature applying 

machine learning to route choice focuses mainly on car driving (Lai et al., 2019; Sun and Park, 

2017). For instance, Lai et al. (2019) compare different machine learning models with standard 

choice models for drivers’ route choice, showing also the former ones can be adopted for 

behavioral analysis.  

In this work, we propose a novel approach to predict the route choice in public transport, based 

on deep learning. This work aims to compare the proposed model with a traditional model (the 

Path Size Logit), highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of the former one. In particular, 

the proposed model: 

- Is an alternative method for predicting route choice in public transport based on deep 

learning. The model extends the Path Size Logit, allowing a more complex interaction 

among the variables. 
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- Allows estimating a nonlinear utility function. 

- Can include non-alternative specific variables (e.g. socio-demographic or weather 

information), allowing complex interactions with all other variables. 

In this work, we focus on the prediction ability of the proposed model, while we leave to a 

future work the analysis of the interpretability of the model and its ability to explain the choice 

process of passengers. 

2. Methods 

In this Section, we first show how a neural network can represent the Path Size Logit model. 

Hence, we present the proposed network, which extends the Path Size Logit. 

2.1 Path Size Logit with a Neural Network 

The state of the art in literature for route choice in public transport is the Path Size Logit model 

(Marra and Corman, 2020; Nielsen et al., 2021; Yap and Cats, 2021). This model is an extension 

of the Multinomial Logit, including an additional variable in the utility function, the Path Size 

factor. The utility function considered in this work is the following: 

𝑈𝑖 =  𝛽𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑚 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 +  𝛽𝑏𝑢𝑠 ∗ 𝑏𝑢𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 ∗ 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 

+𝛽𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑠 + 𝛽𝑃𝑆 ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖 +  𝜀𝑖 (1) 

𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝 =  − ∑
𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑠)

𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝)
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠 ∈𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝

ln(𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑠 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑡) (2) 

The utility function includes the travel time in tram, bus and train, the walking time, the transfer 

time, a transfer penalty and the Path Size factor (Equation 2), defined as in Marra and Corman 

(2020) and based on the formulation in (Bovy et al., 2008). This last variable penalizes 

overlapping alternatives in the choice set (i.e. trips with one or more stages in common, using 

the same lines). As in the Multinomial Logit, the probability of choosing an alternative in the 

choice set is the following: 

𝑃(𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝|𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑡) =  
𝑒𝑈𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝

∑ 𝑒𝑈𝑗
𝑗∈𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑡

(3) 

Figure 1 shows how the Multinomial Logit (and therefore the Path Size Logit) can be 

represented by a neural network (as also shown in previous works, such as Sifringer et al., 

2020). The input layer is formed by the variables of each alternative (3 variables and 3 
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alternatives in Figure). Afterwards, a convolutional layer with one filter performs a dot product 

between each set of variables and the filter, containing the βs to estimate (one β for each 

variable). The output of this product is the utility function. Finally, a Softmax layer computes 

the choice probability of each alternative, as in Equation 3. Estimating this network is 

equivalent to estimating the Multinomial Logit (excluding approximations of the estimation 

algorithm). The loss function minimized in the neural network is the categorical cross-entropy, 

described as follows: 

𝐻(𝑝, 𝑦) =  − ∑ 𝑦𝑗log 𝑝𝑗

𝐾

𝑗=1

(4) 

With K = number of alternatives;  𝑝𝑗 = probability to choose alternative j (i.e., the output of the 

j-th neuron); 𝑦𝑗 = 1 if j is the target class, 0 otherwise. Minimizing this function is equivalent 

to maximizing the log-likelihood function in the Multinomial Logit (as also explained in 

Sifringer et al. 2020).  

𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑔 =  ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖,𝑗

𝐾

𝑗=1

𝑁

𝑖=1

ln 𝑝𝑖,𝑗 (5) 

With N = number of samples; K = number of alternatives; 𝑦𝑖,𝑗 = 1 if sample i has label j, 0 

otherwise; 𝑝𝑖,𝑗 = probability sample i has chosen j. 

Figure 1: Multinomial Logit with a neural network 
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We remark that including more than 3 alternatives does not increase the number of parameters 

to estimate, i.e. the βs, as for the Multinomial Logit. Unavailable alternatives can be represented 

by an additional variable in the utility function, equal to 0 if the alternative is available, while 

equal to infinity if unavailable (practically, a big number of a higher order than the utility). This 

variable acts as a penalty. The relative β can be fixed to a negative value, e.g. -1. The other 

variables of an unavailable alternative can be set to 0. 

2.2 Deep Learning Model for Route Choice 

Figure 2 shows the proposed convolutional neural network for route choice in public transport. 

In input, there are the alternative-specific features (as in Figure 1) and non-alternative specific 

features, named external features, such as socio-demographic information or weather 

information. The set of external features is concatenated to each group of alternative-specific 

features, forming a new input for each alternative. Afterwards, a convolutional layer is applied, 

based on the activation function α. The layer includes M filters (2 in Figure). L convolutional 

layers are applied consecutively, to determine the final utility (the last layer has 1 filter). Finally, 

as in Section 2.1, a Softmax layer computes the probabilities.  

To model an unavailable alternative, as explained in Section 2.1, a penalty can be added to the 

utility in the last layer. This is similar to Nam and Cho (2020), applying an “Availability of 

Alternatives Function” in the last layer.  

Figure 2: Graphical representation of the proposed neural network 
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The proposed model has a similar structure to the Path Size Logit in Figure 1: a separate input 

for each alternative; the same function to compute the utility of each alternative (described by 

one linear filter in the Path Size Logit, while by multiple convolutional layers in the proposed 

network); a Softmax layer to compute the probabilities. 

The advantages of the proposed model are the following: 

1) It allows estimating a nonlinear utility function. In fact, if the activation function α is 

nonlinear, the model can estimate complex interactions among the variables. Given that 

the network is convolutional, the same utility function is estimated for each alternative 

and including more or less alternatives does not change the number of parameters to 

estimate. Moreover, the order of the alternatives in input is not relevant. This last aspect 

is particularly important to analyze route choices, since in general the alternatives in a 

choice set do not have a specific order (in contrast, for mode choice the alternatives in 

input can be ordered, e.g., first car then bus).  

2) The model extends the Multinomial Logit (and therefore the Path Size Logit). In fact, 

considering α(x) = x, L = 1, M = 1, and no external variables, the model is identical to 

the one in Figure 1. Therefore, with a proper tuning of the parameters, a model similar 

or more complex than the Logit can be represented. 

3) The model can include non-alternative specific variables. We remark there are already 

models in literature considering non-alternative specific variables, such as models 

including interaction terms (Menghini et al., 2010; Raveau et al., 2014). Nevertheless, 

the proposed network allows complex interactions among all variables, without 

specifying a priori the type of interaction. 

We estimated the proposed model using keras (Chollet and others, 2015), with Adam as 

estimation algorithm. We divided the dataset (described in Section 3) in 60% Training Set, 20% 

Validation Set and 20% Test Set. During the validation, we estimated the following hyper-

parameters: α (relu or tanh), L, M, learning-rate, l2-regularization. The batch size was set to 

32. The number of epochs was determined with “Early Stopping” (Chollet and others, 2015). 

After validation, we evaluated the best model on the Test Set. As external features, we used 

socio-demographic information (gender, age and income), weather information (humidity and 

temperature) and the hour of the day. The gender is modelled with a categorical feature (0 or 

1), while the income with 4 categorical features (representing low, medium, high, and not 

declared income). Age, humidity and temperature are modelled as numerical features, 

normalized to have 0 mean and unit standard deviation (𝑥′ = (𝑥 − µ)/σ). 
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We compared the proposed model with the Path Size Logit, both in terms of prediction accuracy 

(percentage of correct detections) and log-likelihood (divided by the number of samples, 

𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑔
′ = 𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑔/𝑁). 

3. Dataset 

3.1 Tracking Data 

In this work, we analyze route choices from realized data of public transport passengers, 

collected via GPS tracking. The dataset consists of 2901 public transport trips of 172 users in 

the city of Zürich (Switzerland). The data were collected with a smartphone application, the 

ETH-IVT Travel Diary, which collects GPS data continuously throughout the day, without 

affecting the battery consumption (Marra et al., 2019). After that, a mode detection algorithm 

determines the travel diaries of the tracked users from the GPS data, identifying activities, trips 

and modes used. The algorithm can also identify the public transport line and vehicle used, 

exploiting the Automatic Vehicle Location data (AVL) of the Zurich public transport network. 

Knowing the lines and vehicles used allows studying route choice of public transport 

passengers. Further information on the smartphone application and the mode detection 

algorithm are in Marra et al. (2019). 

Table 1 provides general information on the dataset. The same dataset was already used in 

Marra and Corman (2020), to study route choice with traditional methods (Path Size Logit). 

Therefore, we refer to that work for more details on the dataset, its limitations, and the 

estimation of a standard route choice model.  

Table 1: Information on the tracking data  

Period 03/04/2019 – 02/06/2019 

Participants 172 

Average age 32.6 

% female 43% 

Average days per person 22 

Public transport trips 2901 

# transfers per trip {0: 60%, 1: 29%, 2: 9%, 3+: 2%} 

% modes used {Tram: 52%, Bus: 38%, Train: 10%} 

Avg. duration per trip 21.7 min 

Avg. air distance per trip 2.88 km 
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3.2 Analyzed choices 

For each observed public transport trip, we applied the choice set generation algorithm 

described in Marra and Corman (2020), to identify the available alternatives (according to the 

timetable). In Marra and Corman (2020), the algorithm obtained high coverage (94% of times 

the choice set contains the same alternative of the user, in terms of public transport lines) and 

it was already used to estimate successfully the Path Size Logit. In this work, we consider only 

trips covered by the respective choice set (2719 trips ≈ 94% of 2901), since the calculation of 

the alternative-specific variables (e.g. walking time and travel time) for non-covered trips is not 

obvious. In fact, the observations are based on actual trips, during actual operations, which may 

differ from planned operations, on which the choice set is based (e.g., the user may have used 

a vehicle not available according to the timetable). This may affect the model estimation, 

despite in a limited way, given that only 6% of the trips are discarded. We refer to Marra and 

Corman (2020) for more details on assumptions and limitations of the choice set generation 

algorithm. 

To evaluate our model and test its properties, we analyzed both real and synthetic choices. In 

particular, given the identified choice sets, we analyzed the following choice scenarios: 

1)   Real choice: the chosen alternative is the one observed from the tracking. 

2)   Nonlinear choice: the chosen alternative is determined by the following nonlinear utility 

function (travel time in seconds): 𝑈 =  − (𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑠 + 1)2 ∗ (𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒2 +

𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒3 + 10𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒) ∗ √𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 2 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

3)   Group-based choice: the chosen alternative is determined by a linear utility function 

(Equation 1, time in seconds), different for four groups of participants, based on gender 

(A or B in this text) and age. The values of the coefficients (𝛽𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑚 , 𝛽𝑏𝑢𝑠 , 𝛽𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 , 𝛽𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 , 

𝛽𝑡𝑡 , 𝛽𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟  , 𝛽𝑃𝑆) are the following: 

 Gender = A, age >= 33: -1, -1, -10, -0.1, -0.1, -300, 0 

 Gender = A, age < 33: -1, -1, -0.1, -10, -10, -900, 0 

 Gender = B, age >= 33: -1, -10, -0.1, -1, -1, -300, 0 

 Gender = B, age < 33: -0.1, -1, -0.1, -0.1, -10, -1800, 0 

The “nonlinear choice” and the “group-based choice” are synthetic scenarios, defined only to 

verify the properties of the model, namely, describing a nonlinear utility and including non-

alternative specific variables. Therefore, no particular meaning should be associated with the 

utility functions chosen. 
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4. Results 

Table 1 compares the performance of the Deep Learning model with the Path Size Logit for the 

two synthetic scenarios. The models are estimated considering 5 alternatives, including the 

chosen one and the 4 shortest available alternatives (in terms of travel time, considering a 

transfer penalty of 5 minutes). Considering more alternatives (e.g. 10) does not change 

significantly the comparison between the two models shown in Table 1. However, the choice 

set size may affect the tuning of the neural network. We remark 87% of times the observed trip 

is among the first 5 shortest alternatives and 90% of times among the first 10 (further 

information on choice set coverage in Marra and Corman, 2020). 

In both models, we considered the same alternative-specific variables described in Equation 1. 

In the group-based scenario, we also included non-alternative specific variables (gender and 

age) in the Deep Learning model. The dataset has been divided into Training Set (60%), 

Validation Set (20%) and Test Set (20%). Table 1 reports the performance on the Test Set. 

In both scenarios, the Deep Learning model has a very high accuracy (97% and 91%). This 

shows the model is able to learn a nonlinear utility function and to include non-alternative 

specific variables. In contrast, the Path Size Logit has lower performance, since it does not have 

these properties. 

Table 2: Performance comparison between the Deep Learning model and the Path Size Logit 

on the synthetic scenarios 

 Nonlinear Choice Group-based Choice 

Deep Learning 

Prediction Accuracy 

97% 91% 

Path Size Logit 

Prediction Accuracy 

83% 67% 

Deep Learning 

Log likelihood (𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑔
′ ) 

0.08 0.27 

Path Size Logit 

Log likelihood (𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑔
′ ) 

0.61 0.99 

   

Training Set 1631 1631 

Validation Set 544 544 

Test Set 544 544 

Non-alternative specific 

variables in the Deep 

Learning Model 

None Gender, Age 
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Table 2 compares the performance of the Deep Learning model with the Path Size Logit for the 

real scenario, corresponding to the observed trips from the tracking data. Also in this scenario, 

the dataset has been divided into Training Set (60%), Validation Set (20%) and Test Set (20%). 

We estimated the Deep Learning model with and without non-alternative specific variables. 

The Deep Learning model with non-alternative specific variables have lower (better) Log 

Likelihood and a higher prediction accuracy than the Path Size Logit. This shows the proposed 

model achieves better performance than the Path Size Logit, which represents the state of the 

art in route choice in public transport.  

Table 2 also shows that including non-alternative specific variables in the Deep Learning model 

does not change significantly the performance (higher precision but similar log-likelihood). 

This may suggest the chosen variables (listed in Table 2) are not particularly relevant to predict 

route choice in public transport. Moreover, the additional variables in input increase the number 

of parameters to estimate in the model. This may lead to overfitting and therefore lower 

performance on the test set. 

In this work, we showed the proposed model is a valid method to predict route choice in public 

transport, which outperforms traditional methods. However, the moderate improvements in the 

prediction accuracy in the real scenario leave the following considerations, which we plan to 

investigate in detail in a future work: 

1) The high prediction accuracy of the Path Size Logit suggests that a linear utility 

function, with only alternative specific variables, is sufficient to explain most of the 

observed route choices. Moreover, it is possible the wrongly predicted choices (≈ 24%) 

cannot be explained by the selected variables and they depend on unobserved 

characteristics of the users or of the alternatives. 

Table 2: Performance comparison between the Deep Learning model and the Path Size Logit 

on the real scenarios 

 Prediction Accuracy Log Likelihood (𝑳𝒍𝒐𝒈
′ ) Non-alternative 

specific variables 

Deep Learning 

(with non-alternative 

specific variables) 

76% 0.73 Gender, Age, 

Income, Humidity, 

Temperature, Hour 

of the day 

Deep Learning 

(only alternative 

specific variables) 

75% 0.73 None 

 

Path Size Logit 73% 0.78 None 
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2) Weather information and socio-demographic information have marginal effects on route 

choice (in the real scenario). This is in accordance with Marra and Corman (2020), 

which estimated a Mixed Path Size Logit in the same dataset, showing low 

heterogeneity among the users in the costs perception. This may be dependent on the 

data collection or on the choice set generation algorithm used. 

5. Conclusions and Future Directions 

In this work, we proposed a novel method for predicting route choice in public transport, based 

on deep learning. The proposed model generalizes the Path Size Logit, providing also two main 

advantages. First, it is able to infer a nonlinear utility function. Second, it can include non-

alternative specific variables, allowing complex interactions among all variables. We verified 

these two properties on synthetic data, showing also better performance than the Path Size 

Logit. We tested the proposed model on a real dataset, collected via GPS tracking. The model 

obtained slightly better performance than the Path Size Logit, showing its validity for route 

choice prediction.  

Despite the proposed model showed promising performance, we see several future directions, 

to strengthen and clarify the proposed analysis. First, the prediction accuracy of the proposed 

model with different choice set sizes should be analyzed in more detail. Second, we plan to 

analyze the impact of each non-alternative specific variable (and their combinations) on the 

model performance. Third, in this work we focused only on model performance, in terms of 

prediction accuracy. Therefore, we plan to investigate the interpretability of the Deep Learning 

model, also compared to the Path Size Logit. Finally, in the proposed model we considered the 

taste heterogeneity including users’ characteristics as non-alternative specific variables. 

Therefore, we plan to analyze this heterogeneity, comparing it with traditional methods, such 

as the Mixed Logit (Nielsen et al., 2021). 
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